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THE STORY OF XIPHEA
A German Symphonic Fairytale Metal Band

BAND-HISTORY



Band History

Once upon a time there were three men and a beautiful woman who decided to create a
new genre of metal music. Follow Xiphea into a wonderland of magic, mystic chants and
exciting stories. Fairy tales who everybody knows combined with a wall of sound. This new
genre is not characterized by a polished turned out pop-metal sound with no rough edges. It
sparkles through its beautiful melodies, the magical voice of the female singer and the
innovative narrative style of well-known and popular fairy tales. The edginess comes from
the really fast, punky guitar riffs, rhythmical finesse, and last but not least a large portion of
"heaviness". Get the music in your head, see the powerful, magical live shows by Xiphea
and join the trip into great new experiences. And this is the fairytale...

Music was our first love and it will be our last... Plug in the electric guitar, stomp on distortion,
take a deep breath and some fantastic fairytale metal anthems arrive. Bombastic orchestral
sound with a beautiful female voice and rough growls take you to places you have never
been before. Metal mixed with various styles of music and all put together to a huge
collection of sound. Xiphea has an extraordinary knack for skillful songwriting. The musical
arcs of suspense support the storylines so cleverly that on listening you almost feel you are
living the fairy tale.

Xiphea was founded in fall 2011 in Nuremberg Germany by Sabine and Neil. Since then
Sabine, Neil, Bence and René worked hard to create imaginative music. Xiphea startet 2013
with their first publication of the five songs EP "Masquerade" (Discographie: EP
Masquerade 2013). With the dark and romantic ballad "Falling Shade" which delighted the
hearts of the gothic scene the band won the "Battle of the Bands" contest produced by
Sonic Seducer magazine in 2014. Xiphea was overwhelmed by that surprise, very happy
and proud. In the same year Xiphea release their first full length album "From the
uncharted island" (Discographie: CD From the uncharted island 2014). The album turned
out to be an unexpected success, because of a big international purchase. Xiphea even
reached fans in Japan, USA and South America with the debut album. Furthermore 2016
they released the second album "Once upon a time" (Discographie: CD Once upon a time).
This time the band tells well known fairy tales in the metal way. In the first week Xiphea
shipped hundreds of copies around the globe. "Once Upon a Time" is a likeable, rousing and
fantastic work. A recommended buy for all  fans of metal and fairy tales.

2017 Xiphea starts with some fresh inputs by two fantastic musicians who joined the Xiphea
family. Since Rene (former bass player) left the band, Xiphea was searching for a
replacement. After a quite long time Xiphea finally found the perfect man on the deep five
strings. Frank is the new man on the bass guitar and brings a lot of joy to the band. But that
is just the first part of the new line up for 2017. Michael joined the band as lead guitar player.
At first Micheal applied as replacement for Rene but after the first two sessions Xiphea
thought it would be a shame not to let his young and talented man play on his first
instrument. So now there will be a second guitar which makes the sound of Xiphea even
better.
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On their third album “Everland” the fairytale metal band Xiphea takes their audience on a
musical journey. From all over the world come tales and myths whose origins are of remote
countries: from the mystical far East, the romantic Northern lands, but also our familiar
homeland. A variety which is mirrored in the music.The familiar bombastically orchestrated
arrangements meet with folklore and exotic sounds, which still allow the versatile, melodious
voice of the sinder Sabine to shine through. Xiphea have shown already that they master the
typical interplay between the harsh metal music and the beauty of stirring melodies. With
“Everland” the musicians have succeeded in creating an intriguing connection between
these two parts. The contrast is transformed into its own entity resulting in a relentlessly
thrilling impact. For any fan of double bass and guitar action who also loves being
transported to the world of fantasy “Everland” is worth a trip.

After the release of Everland, Xiphea played shows in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Czech Republic. Interviews and Radio-Shows followed.

In early 2019, Xiphea announced a concept album with just one 30-minute song. In July
2019, Xiphea published the first part of the saga “The Cave of the Golden Rose ”(Part I -
The Prophecy). Part II - A truth followed in the following months awakens (September 2019)
and Part III - Show me your fear (December 2019). All three Parts were only released as
digital releases. The fourth and final part of the saga including the complete saga was
released in March 2014. The whole story about Princess Fantaghiro was also released on
CD (EP).

The release concert for “The cave of the golden rose” had to be canceled because of the
Corona pandemic. It has not been possible since then for Xiphea to do live performances
due to the pandemic. For this reason the musicians holed up back in the studio and worked
on the next release.
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Xiphea - The Band

(von links nach rechts - Michael, Daniel (sitzend), Frank, Sabine, Neil)

Michael Wolnitza | Lead Guitar
Daniel Herzer | Drums
Frank Curian | Bass
Sabine Meusel | Lead Vocals
Neil Meusel | Rhythm Guitar, Backing Vocals

Former Members:
Rene Chlebnitschek (Bass), Bence Tamas Szlucska (Drums)

Xiphea Releases

Music:
● EP: Masquerade -  2013
● Album: From the uncharted island - 2014
● Album: Once upon a time - 2016
● Album: Everland - 2018
● Single: Part I - The Prophecy - 2019
● Single: Part II - A truth awakens - 2019
● Single Part III - Show me your fear - 2019
● Single Part IV - A little Magic - 2020
● EP: The cave of the golden Rose - Saga - 2020
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Videos:
● Kissed by the moon MusicVideo - 2015
● Cinderella Lyrics Video - 2016
● Star Talers MusicVideo - 2016
● Briar Rose MusicVideo - 2017
● Halloween LiveStream - 2017
● Love of a Beast LyricsVideo - 2019

Others:
● FairyMetal Night I - 2017 ( Xiphea´s own series)
● FairyMetalNight II - 2018
● FairyMetalNight III - 2019
● Xiphea´s Fairytale Calendar - 2019
● Xiphea´s Podcast Märchenzeit - 2021
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Contact

Official Website: www.xiphea.com
Xiphea Webshop: www.xiphea.com/store
Facebook: www.facebook.com/xiphea
Twitter: www.twitter.com/xiphea
Instagram: www.instagram.com/xiphea
Youtube: www.youtube.com/user/xiphea
Reverbnation: www.reverbnation.com/xiphea
LastFM: www.last.fm/de/music/xiphea
Backstagepro: www.backstagepro.de/xiphea
Flickr: www.flickr.com/xiphea

Contact Booking & Information:
Neil Meusel
Xiphea GbR

E-Mail: booking@xiphea.com
E-Mail: info@xiphea.com

Telefon: +49 (0) 176 - 640 85 333

Xiphea GbR
Herrnstr.23

91301 Forchheim
E-Mail: info@xiphea.com

Phone: +49 (0) 176 640 85 333
www.xiphea.com
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